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THREAD ; CHINA & PUERTO RICO  
 
1/ Back in 2017 someone in the Puerto Rican govt thought
it would be a great idea to have large scale Chinese
investment, from in particular, Chinese Hotel & Casino
investment 
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The Plan to Make Puerto Rico a Destination for High-End Chinese Trav…
A Chinese legal firm has gathered potential investors and hopes to invest $200
million in Puerto Rico to create a “China themed” resort in Arecibo, Puerto

https://skift.com/2017/09/05/the-plan-to-make-puerto-rico-a-destination-for-high-end-chi…

2/ In May 2017, just months after Trump came to power, one of Puerto Rico's largest

hotel & casino's, the San Juan Marriott Resort & Stellaris Casino was sold to a buyer

from China. The buyer's brought some friends with them 
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3/ The owner of the San Juan Marriot Resort & Stellaris Casino, Jun Zhang, has been

very keen to have investors from China come to Puerto Rico for investment

opportunities in the "hospitality & tourism industry". Hmm, Sure Jan 
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4/ Mr Zhang's partners in pushing this is Yingke Law Firm, China's biggest law firm.

Yingke has established, the Yingke Caribbean China Centerl in Puerto Rico in which it

directs investments through its so called " Yingke ecosystem" 
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5/ Yingke Law Firm has a lot of interesting Chinese clients. One in particular stood

out ; China Merchants Bank, one of China's largest banks. China Merchants Bank is

in trouble with the US Govt for all the wrong reasons 
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6/ On June 25, according to Washington Post reporter Spencer Hsu, Yingke Law

Firm's long term client, China Merchants Bank, was being investigated for breaking

sanctions against North Korea & had been subpoenaed by the DoJ.  
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7/ Yingke Law Firm, being China's biggest law firm, is part of an effort by the Chinese

Govt to reinterpret international law & rule of law. To this end it partnered with

Tsinghua University, a previous surveillance target of US Intelligence, to achieve that

goal 
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8/ Chinese Govt is also using Yingke to partner up with the United Nations to study &

formulate global policy & regulatory framework. Trump's disengagement from the

UN dosn't look smart now, does it? So Yingke in Puerto Rico supporting

casinos=trouble 
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